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Practice Groups and Affiliations
Medical Group

Northwestern Medicine Regional Medical Group

Physician Category

Northwestern Medicine Physician Network
Northwestern Medicine Regional Medical Group

On Medical Staff At

Central DuPage Hospital
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Education
Medical Education

MD, Georgetown University School of Medicine - 2006

Residency

McGaw Medical Center of Northwestern University - 2009

Fellowship

McGaw Medical Center of Northwestern University - 2012

Board Certifications
American Board of Internal Medicine - Gastroenterology (Certified)

Practice Focus Areas
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Colon Polyp
Colorectal Cancer

Endoscopy
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Ratings & Reviews
At Northwestern Medicine, our patient’s feedback is important to us. While different care providers have their own
unique strengths, we strive to be as transparent as possible with our quality of care. Read more
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113 Reviews
NOVEMBER 15 2020

Dr. Nealis listened to my symptoms, explained what could be going on with my body and walked me
through his recommended treatment plan. He was thorough and answered all of my questions. I felt like
I had his complete attention during his visit with me.
NOVEMBER 9 2020

Because of my age, I have had many colonoscopies, Dr Nealis is the first to communicate prior and stay
in touch after. He is very easy to reach
NOVEMBER 9 2020

Very knowledgeable, very personable. They called my wife to keep her informed.
NOVEMBER 7 2020

He lisiens to patients' needs and concerns and responds with useful information.
NOVEMBER 7 2020

Very resourceful and helpful in solving my medical situation
NOVEMBER 6 2020

Felt informed and confortable
NOVEMBER 5 2020

I think he took his time explaining diagnosis and course of treatment
NOVEMBER 5 2020

Doctor and staff made me feel comfortable
NOVEMBER 3 2020

The doctor doesn't make you feel rushed when you see him he's very understanding and very thorough
NOVEMBER 3 2020

Everyone is very efficient and extremely friendly
NOVEMBER 3 2020

Spent time with me and talked me through lots of details and answered my questions.
NOVEMBER 3 2020

NOVEMBER 3 2020

Super efficient, friendly and approachable.
NOVEMBER 2 2020

Dr Nealis is very very thorough caring and professional. I am feeling better because of him.
NOVEMBER 2 2020

Follow up visit
OCTOBER 30 2020

Depends on which doctor
OCTOBER 28 2020

compassionate warm
OCTOBER 28 2020

He was beyond kind
OCTOBER 27 2020

He was patient, really took his time and was extremely thorough. I feel confident in his expertise.
OCTOBER 27 2020

Staff was friendly and efficient. Very patient and professional.
OCTOBER 27 2020

Dr. Nealis seems very well informed and was very thorough in reviewing the results of my colonoscopy.
He is also easy to talk to, and answered all of my questions.
OCTOBER 27 2020

I have a lot of confidence in Dr. Nealis.
OCTOBER 21 2020

Everyone there is kind, caring and professional. Dr. Nealis explains everything. And he really listens.
OCTOBER 13 2020

He's personable. Asks questions and really is goes the extra mile to explain causes and treatments
patiently.
OCTOBER 13 2020

This is specific to the care I receive from Dr Nealis and his team.
OCTOBER 13 2020

Treated me with great respect.
OCTOBER 11 2020

Dr. Nealis is the most thorough doctor I have ever been to. He really listens to me as a patient and tries
to collect as much information to make a correct diagnosis.
OCTOBER 11 2020

OCTOBER 11 2020

Appointment availability, quality doctors and friendly staff.
OCTOBER 6 2020

Dr nealis is excellent. Very thorough and clear in his info and instructions. Found an issue with my wife
that went undiagnosed by others for years
SEPTEMBER 29 2020

Very comfortable and satisfied with Dr Nealis's consultation
SEPTEMBER 29 2020

Doctor and assistants are professional and friendly. I am very satisfied with the service.
SEPTEMBER 28 2020

Very professional and spend adequate time to explain the plan of care.
SEPTEMBER 28 2020

Dr. Nealis and staff were very curteous, professional
SEPTEMBER 20 2020

He listened, was prompt, took the time needed, very through, and still had s sense of humor.I feel more
confident in my care!
SEPTEMBER 19 2020

Dr. Nealis was really good at explaining things and he was patient enough to sit with me while he
explained things and didn't just run out. He waited until I was comfortable and didn't have any more.
questions
SEPTEMBER 19 2020

Dr. Nealis was really good at explaining things and he was patient enough to sit with me while he
explained things and didn't just run out. He waited until I was comfortable and didn't have any
questions.
SEPTEMBER 18 2020

I like the convenience of my doctors being in the same area and being able to view my history.
SEPTEMBER 17 2020

Knowledge, experienced. Had a realistic plan of care and timeline so I would not have to do any tests or
procedures not necessary
SEPTEMBER 17 2020

They were able to get me in right away and had a plan of care that will help improve my quality of life
SEPTEMBER 16 2020

Excellent discussion of test results and future needs for well being
SEPTEMBER 16 2020

Excellent experience from registration thru doctor's explanation of tests and implications

Excellent experience from registration thru doctor's explanation of tests and implications
SEPTEMBER 15 2020

He is very knowledgeable, caring and he explains everything that concerns about your health.
SEPTEMBER 15 2020

Everyone is great.
SEPTEMBER 12 2020

Well qualifiedKnowledgeableGood communication skills Thorough
SEPTEMBER 12 2020

Excellent physicianFriendly staff
SEPTEMBER 11 2020

He was thorough, made sure to record everything I said in my medical record. He was thorough with his
explanations about next steps and how to prepare for those. Asked if I had questions and took time to
address additional concerns.
SEPTEMBER 11 2020

Very prompt! I waited 1 whole minute before I got called, and waited 10 seconds for the doctor after the
MA left. Was treated well and felt I was heard and my concerns were appropriately addressed.
SEPTEMBER 11 2020

He was very nice and answered all my questions. He gave me a lot of information.
SEPTEMBER 11 2020

Everyone in the office was very helpful and nice. The waiting room is kept clean.
SEPTEMBER 9 2020

Dr. Nealis knows his craft.
SEPTEMBER 9 2020

NM is the best hospital in Illinois.
SEPTEMBER 9 2020

Dr. Nealis was fantastic! Spent a lot of time with me and went over all my questions and concerns. He
made me feel like he was genuinely invested in my care.
SEPTEMBER 9 2020

The check in staff was great and courteous. The MA, Christal, was amazing and cheerful and really made
me feel at ease and less nervous for my appointment. She really did a wonderful job!And of course, Dr.
Nealis was fantastic! Spent a lot of time with me and went over all my questions and concerns.The entire
visit was just plain awesome and that's saying a lot during this pandemic with all the changes and extra
precautions.
SEPTEMBER 8 2020

First appointment with him. Seemed to answer all questions that I needed answered with confidence!!

First appointment with him. Seemed to answer all questions that I needed answered with confidence!!
SEPTEMBER 4 2020

Extremely thorough, excellent communication, knowledgeable and professional. Personable.
SEPTEMBER 4 2020

Very caring and informative. Explained in detail without overwhelming me.
SEPTEMBER 4 2020

Great facility, frirndly, professional.
SEPTEMBER 3 2020

Dr. Nealis is thorough, kind, intelligent, ready to answer all questions.
SEPTEMBER 2 2020

Very professional and friendly. Answered all my questions.
SEPTEMBER 2 2020

Very professional and friendly.
SEPTEMBER 1 2020

He listens, he is respectful, he explains everything well, and I trust him.
AUGUST 31 2020

Dr. Nealis was prepared for my visit, had prepped on my medical history for the first ever meet
AUGUST 25 2020

Accessibility, professionalism & communication skills.
AUGUST 25 2020

Treated respectfully
AUGUST 20 2020

Caring Dr.
AUGUST 19 2020

Beautiful & clean facility! Dr Nealis asked many questions and seemed to care about getting to the root
of the problem.
AUGUST 19 2020

See above that he took initiative to get my paperwork and send me on my way rather than have me wait
on his assistant, who was likely busy doing something else!
AUGUST 19 2020

They let me wait in the hall because waiting room was crowded..I was seen on time..Dr Nealis reviewed
drug protocol with me and next steps should my condition change. However, What impressed me most
was that Dr. Nealis did not wait for nurse to bring me my paperwork but did it himself to get me on my
way! Excellent service today!!

way! Excellent service today!!
AUGUST 18 2020

I was happy with my doctor's demeanor & treatment protocol for my medical condition
AUGUST 18 2020

He listens to my opinions of what I'm able to tolerate.
AUGUST 17 2020

Everyone in the office was great! I loved Dr. Nealis
AUGUST 4 2020

Dr Nealis is very knowledgeable and took his time explaining any and all questions I had.
AUGUST 2 2020

Dr. Nealis has been very helpful in all matters. He explains everything very well and treats with respect.
Very happy to have found Dr. Nealis. He is a great doctor.
JULY 31 2020

Dr. Nealis was very knowledgeable and friendly and made me feel completely at ease. I have been putting
off having a colon screening but after speaking with him I am on board. He make me feel very
comfortable.
JULY 31 2020

Very friendly, down to earth and very informative
JULY 29 2020

Up & personally .Extremely friendly .Loving kindnesses for the patience
JULY 28 2020

Dr . Nealis and his staff were courteous and informative ..I had trouble locating the.Office and was a few
minutes....they understanding and worked around the problem!
JULY 27 2020

Very knowledgeable and asked all the right questions.
JULY 27 2020

Please see above. Outstanding expertise. Responsive. Sophisticated diagnostics. Explains what is
necessary, and why, and what it means. Empathic. Very clear on diagnostics and future care.
JULY 27 2020

All personnel very helpful and responsive. Accessible. Helpful and quick to respond. Outstanding
expertise. Responsive.
JULY 26 2020

He was very good in all my encounters.
JULY 21 2020

JULY 21 2020

I appreciate the ability to get an appointment in person and relay my quickly. .Dr. Nealis was very
thorough in taking the time to understand my concerns and providing follow up testing. After visit
summary was detailed and thorough as well. I feel like I am in good hands under Dr. Nealis' care.
JULY 21 2020

Very thorough
JULY 14 2020

Dr. Nealis explained things so anyone could understand. Extremely pleasant. Did not feel rushed. One of
the best patient encounter I have had at NMH with a physician
JULY 12 2020

Dr. Neal is and his staff were very kind and took the time to listen and provide me with the best care
possible.
JULY 10 2020

Everything was explained clearly
JULY 10 2020

Everything went well
JULY 7 2020

Dr Nealis was thorough and kind. Felt like he knew what he was doing :)
JULY 6 2020

Took the time the ask a lot of questions and seems to truly care.
JULY 6 2020

Very professional
JULY 6 2020

I only met him (and everyone else at the office) today but they were all very nice and approachable.
JULY 6 2020

This was my first meeting with Dr Nealis. I found him very personable and attentive to my needs. He
apparently had access to all my records and used them during our call. On the basis of my records and
our conversation he ordered further testing in an effort to achieve a more reasoned diagnosis of my
issue. He left me with a high degree of confidence that he will get to the bottom of my issue and provide
a satisfactory resolution.
JULY 5 2020

professional approach to my care
JULY 5 2020

Dr. Nealis took a great deal of time and care with the consutation that I had with him regarding my
upcoming colonoscopy. He even took into consideration my small frame to order a scope that would be
appropriate for my size. He seemed to pay close attention to details and his manner was very warm and

appropriate for my size. He seemed to pay close attention to details and his manner was very warm and
approachable.
JULY 4 2020

Personable and knowledgeable.
JULY 4 2020

Helpful doc and recommended by my pcp. Plus they did the 2 procedures safely and effectively and
treated me well.
JULY 1 2020

Dr Nealis took a good amount of time to listen and evaluate my symptoms and history and provide
thorough and specific medical advice that I can easily implement going forward...I appreciated NM
Gastroenterology working me into their schedule the first week seeing patients in person.
JUNE 27 2020

Thorough and friendly
JUNE 27 2020

Friendly,thorough,easy to talk to
JUNE 27 2020

He's a new specialist to me, so I can't make my score with the greatest certainty, but he spent a great
deal of time with my chart, getting up to date with my medical history. I also had numerous questions,
which he answered. He's personable and very smart, and listened to me. This last quality is what will
keep me as his patient!
JUNE 26 2020

He is very likeable
JUNE 26 2020

Dr Nealis is friendly and always takes his time with me, he never feels rushed.
JUNE 24 2020

Dr. Nealis was very patience and took his time to listen to everything I had to say. So refreshing!
JUNE 24 2020

First contact with Dr Neilis, referred by my primary. Very respectful
JUNE 24 2020

Very professional and respectful. Patient and took the time to listen. Explained everything and made
sure I understood.
JUNE 23 2020

Used terminology that is easy to understand and provides patient with sufficient time for questions.
JUNE 17 2020

Very professional and friendly

Very professional and friendly
JUNE 11 2020

Felt comfortable
JUNE 11 2020

He listened well and took good notes and gave great plans and ideas
JUNE 8 2020

He is astonishingly good at diagnosis and explaining treatment.
JUNE 8 2020

Dr Nealis is caring and smart
JUNE 2 2020

Great personality. Very thorough with explanation
JUNE 2 2020

First time with Dr Nealis. Very pleasant and professional conversation. Great personality
JUNE 2 2020

Dr. Nealis is also very thorough and makes sure you understand and are comfortable with everything he
is saying.

